
II. CLAIM AMENDMENTS

(Cancelled)

2. (Currently Amended) A system for matting an antenna for a

wireless communication device, characterized in that it

comprises

:

detecting means 44?—§7—1-2-)- to detect the matching of the

antenna (ANT) by measuring a/ distance £&e

—

radio—power

reflected from the antenna (AM1

) and means ( 6

)

to generate a

matching signal on the basis/of the distance measurement eft

the refl e cted radio power ,

control means -f^4 to examin^ said matching signal, to determine

the need for matching, /and to generate a control signal on

the basis of said matching signal, and

antenna matching mean's -HH- to adjust the matching of the

antenna (ANT) on the basis of said control signal.

(Cancelled)

(Cancelled)

,

5. (Currently Amended) A wireless communication device

comprising at least an antenna -fcftNT-K characterized in that the

wireless communication device (MS) also comprises:

2



detecting means -Ht—§7—t2-)- to detect the matching of the

antenna (ANT) by measuring a distance
y
ehe

—

radio—power

i?-e fleet

e

d--f--rem—the a*vtenfte' -fAN34- and means/ -f6-)~ to generate a

matching signal on the basis of the distance measurement eft

the reflected radio power ,

control means -f^-}- to examine said matching signal, to determine

the need for matching, and to generate a control signal on

the basis of said matching signal,/ and

antenna matching means -f-9-}- to adjust the matching of the

antenna (ANT) on the basis of said control signal.

(Cancelled)

(Cancelled)

8 (Currently Amended)/ The wireless communication device (MS)

according to claim 5 1-J characterized in that said means ( 12

)

to

measure a distance comprise an infrared transmitter ( 12a) and an

infrared receiver .-fi2&K

9. (Currently ^mended) The wireless communication device (MS)

according to cl&im 5, in which the antenna -(-ANT-)- is arranged to

be placed in pt least two. different positions, characterized in

that said detecting means -H7—§7—1-2-)- comprise means (12) to

examine the/ position of the antenna to generate said matching

signal (ANff) and-iftearn-s—(-6-)—fe^~-^ener^-e-~-fc^

basis of /the position of the antenna—(ANT) ,



10. (Cancelled)

11. (Cance

-fAN-T-K a

lied)

12. (Currently Amended) A method for matching the antenna of a

wireless cDmmunication device, characterized in that in the

method, the matching of the antenna (ANT) is detected by

measuring the

—

radio—power—re fl ected—from the—antenna a distance

Hatching signal is generated on the basis of the

detected matching, said matching signal is examined to determined

the need fo r matching the antenna (ANT) , wherein a control signal

is generated on the basis of said matching signal, and the

matching of

control signal

13 (Cance

14. (Previ

characteriz

the antenna -fANT->- is adjusted on the basis of said

Lied)

<pusly Amended) The method according to claim 12,

d in that said matching signal is generated by

measuring tike distance of the wireless communication device from

objects in phe vicinity of the wireless communication device at

the time.

15. (Currently Amended) The method according to claim 12, in

which the antenna (ANT)—can be placed in at least two different

positions, characterized in that for generating said matching

signal, the position of the antenna (ANT) is examined.


